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Abstract
This paper reports on the process of developing a low-cost initiative for therapists to assist in the collection and evaluation of information on outcome of care, using a selection of standard health outcome measures. An episode of care approach has been taken, in which repeated measures of outcome can be collected whenever the patient presents for treatment for a specific condition. The MS Access-based software is available for download free of charge on the website of the Centre for Allied Health Evidence, University of South Australia (CAHE Outcomes Calculator). The calculator currently incorporates common measures of outcome for musculoskeletal problems, focusing mainly on spinal conditions. These measures have well established psychometric properties, readily understood metrics, available baselines and community norms, and established clinical and research utility. Change in outcome is reported graphically, and also using raw scores and percentage change from baseline. An accompanying manual provides background reference material, the formulae used in the calculator for determining change, and an example of each instrument for use in the clinical setting. Feedback from therapists around the world who have downloaded the calculator to date indicate that it is practical, simple and has assisted them to evaluate their practice.

Introduction
A common finding when evaluating the uptake of clinical guidelines has been the importance of clinicians monitoring patient progress using standard outcome measures, in order to demonstrate and reflect on, the effectiveness of intervention.\(^\text{1-4}\) This information is important for quality assurance purposes within clinical practices, and it is also integral for continuity of care, by informing the patient themselves, other health care providers, referring doctors and/ or funding agencies about patient progress.\(^\text{3}\) There is a plethora of outcome measures available for use by therapists, particularly when treating musculoskeletal conditions, however there are few practical supports to assist in immediate calculation of change using these measures, particularly within an episode of care for the one patient.\(^\text{5,6}\) Outcome measures can reflect impairment, functional capacity and participation (reflecting current World Health Organization diagnostic classification criteria).\(^\text{7}\) Recently published good quality clinical guidelines on the management of acute low back pain illustrate the point. These guidelines all agree on the importance of clinicians using standard clinical outcomes in order to benchmark within- and between- practices, and to demonstrate the effectiveness of their care on a patient-by-patient basis, as well as a group basis.\(^\text{8,14}\)

Many barriers to uptake of evidence into practice have been proposed, not least of which is the lack of readily available clinical information about performance to allow
comparison with best-practice. Following our publication regarding best practice when treating elderly veterans (which incorporates regularly applied standard outcome measures), and our review of clinical guidelines, which identified the lack of consensus on what constituted good therapy practice, our group identified the urgent need to provide clinicians with a tool which could be used in the clinical setting to record and evaluate outcome of care. Thus we developed a software-based instrument to assist clinicians in calculating patient outcomes, using a selection of outcome instruments. This paper reports on the process and the resultant product.

**Method**

**Purpose and Aims**

Our purpose was to develop an inexpensive, simple and effective mechanism by which therapists could efficiently demonstrate their accountability in clinical practice. Our aims were to:

- identify measures of outcome common in clinical practice and also commonly reported in the literature, which had good published evidence of psychometric properties, and for which we could obtain permission from the developers to use free of charge in our product
- produce software (Centre for Allied Health Evidence (CAHE) Outcomes Calculator) for use in clinical practice by therapists with minimum computing skills, to collect and report information on health outcomes throughout the episode of care
- design mechanisms for automating the calculation of change in outcome measures (metrics) by the Outcomes Calculator software, which could be reported in graph or table format for discharge plans, or for letters to referrers and insurers
- develop a detailed manual for instruction, self training and reference purposes, to accompany the software, which provides information about how the outcome measures were chosen, and how change within the episode of care could be interpreted for accountability, quality improvement and research purposes.

**Framework for choosing outcome measures**

Following extensive discussions with clinicians and academics associated with the Division of Health Sciences, University of South Australia, on what was required to assist clinicians to compute change in outcome measures, we focused on those musculoskeletal outcome measures:

- which were commonly used in clinical practice and high quality research reporting,
- which had published evidence of their psychometric properties,
- whose publications included clear, accurate and reproducible instructions on calculation of the metrics associated with the outcome measure (how to interpret change),
- which had published population norms or clearly defined expected endpoints that indicated improvement,
- which fit with the World Health Organization disease classifications using an episode of care model (in which therapists may treat patients a number of times (linked occasions of service) for the one condition) and
- whose developers provided written permission for our team to use the outcome measure without charge.

We took an initial approach which primarily focused on spinal problems, because management of spinal problems was core business for most musculoskeletal therapists in Australia. Moreover, we were not in a financial position to extend this version of the calculator to incorporate peripheral-joint-specific outcome measures. Future versions of the CAHE Outcomes Calculator will incorporate peripheral joint musculoskeletal measures.

**Process of outcome measure choice**

The steps we took to identify the outcome measures which were included in our Outcomes Calculator included:

- collating a list of the outcome measures commonly used in clinical reports and in high methodological quality experimental studies on...
management of musculoskeletal problems (generic and for the spine) in the previous five years (2000-2005),

- identifying those measures which fitted within the WHO model of disease classification,
- identifying those measures with published psychometric properties, and information on metric calculation, and
- seeking and receiving written permission from the outcome measure developer(s) to use their instrument in the Outcomes Calculator free of charge.

User manual
For each selected outcome instrument, we constructed a users' manual with common subsections including brief background information on the measure, a description of the purpose and construction of the outcome instrument, how it was scored (metrics), desired direction and amount of change that indicated improvement, population norms (if available), the outcome measure itself (which could be copied for use in the clinic), how often the outcome measure should be applied throughout the episode of care, the formulae to calculate metric change (as appropriate), published evidence of psychometric properties (usually validity, reliability, sensitivity to change), and appropriate reference material.

Baselines / benchmarks
An important element when assessing improvement in outcomes is comparison with "normal" or "patient’s usual performance." Thus integral to the CAHE Outcomes Calculator was a report for each outcome measure of how patients progressed towards expected outcomes. We sought outcome measures which clearly stated from psychometric testing, the desired direction and amount of change. For each set of outcome measure metrics we incorporated assessment against patients’ own baseline (their initial treatment score), as well as against expected "normal." For many of the instruments, improvement towards "normal" reflected movement towards zero, where higher scores indicated greater levels of functional loss or impairment. For joint range of movement, we provided a composite table of population norms derived from a number of common texts for different age groups. We also reported raw and standardized scores so that comparisons could be made within and between patients. Scores were standardized as percentages, with a choice of denominator (initial treatment as baseline, or previous treatment within the episode of care, as baseline).

Collection of outcome information
Repeated collection of outcome measures in the clinical setting takes time, and thus we also favored outcome measures whose administration by therapists was efficient, or where outcome assessment could be undertaken with patients prior to (or after) treatment using paper copies of the instrument. Administrative staff in clinical practices could then enter patients’ data into the calculator for time efficiency. Where patients were computer-literate and practices could provide access to computer terminals, patients could also enter their data directly into their own records on the software.

Software development
The software was written in Java script and was mounted on a MS (Microsoft) Access database. The development team designed algorithms to underpin each of the calculator screens, and navigation through the software program. The initial data collection screen sought demographic information, and subsequent screens identified body area requiring treatment, the selection of outcome measures relevant to each body part, dates of episode commencement and completion, the dates of occasions of service within the episode, and data collection screens for each of the outcome measures at each point of data collection. The software allowed outcome data to be collected on more than one body part at each occasion of service, and in addition, more than one outcome measure could be used for each body part. The opening screen of the CAHE Outcomes Calculator is provided in Figure 1.

(Continued on next page..)
We designed the demographic data screen to also identify mechanism of funding (self, private health insurance, compensable etc) and common risks for poor outcome from therapy. These classifications would allow therapists to reflect on why patients failed to achieve the desired outcome (benchmark) at the end of the episode of care, and would provide additional explanatory information during data analysis. We sought to identify a range of risks which have been widely reported as likely to influence outcome of therapy musculoskeletal conditions, including psychosocial factors, physiological factors (overweight, unfit, chronic / multiple health conditions) and occupational factors such as repetitive or lowly paid work. The software is not designed to assess risk, thus identification of potential risks by the therapists need to be based on clinical reasoning, or prior subjective or objective assessment using standard risk assessment tools. Risks are flagged by tick-box options only.

**Keeping track of users**
The software was designed to be downloaded free-of-charge from the website of the Centre for Allied Health Evidence, University of South Australia, using a preliminary registration process. Completion of this registration process guides users to the software download site. Knowing who is using the calculator has allowed our team to initiate feedback activities, and to publicise upgrades as they are brought online. The website for calculator download is [www.unisa.edu.au/cahe](http://www.unisa.edu.au/cahe).

**Trialing and modification**
The early versions of the CAHE Outcomes Calculator were trialed by volunteer therapists for utility, errors and applicability of reporting. Modifications were made each time to improve screen design, navigation, accuracy and ease of data entry and reporting. We anticipate that the CAHE Outcomes Calculator will always be a work in progress, given the ongoing changes to programming languages and IT (information technology) platforms, and opportunities to incorporate more outcome measures, and better data handling functions.

**Results**
We identified 18 potentially useful outcome measures, of which we retained 12 for use in the first version of the CAHE Outcomes Calculator. Reasons for not including potential outcome measure were lack of convincing evidence of psychometric properties and / or lack of information on benchmarks / population norms (2), lack of permission from the developers to use the instrument free of charge (3), and lack of information on metric calculation (1).

The outcome instruments selected for use in the Outcomes Calculator were:

- Joint range of movement
- Uni-dimensional measures of pain
- Neck Disability Index
- Graded Chronic Pain Scale
- Patient Satisfaction subscales
- Patient Specific Scale
- Glasgow Pain questionnaire
- Roland-Morris questionnaire
- Oswestry questionnaire
- WL-26
- Timed Up and Go Test
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Relevant to any body part were the pain scales and range of movement information addressed the impairment element of the WHO Disease Classifications, the Patient Specific Scale, WL-26 and the Timed Up and Go Test addressed the functional / participation element of this classification. The Patient Satisfaction Subscales allowed collection of post-hoc reflections of patients on their satisfaction with the clinical elements of care, thus providing a useful mechanism for reflection by therapists. The remaining scales are commonly used to measure function in patients with spinal problems. The outcome measures in context of the WHO International classification of diseases are outlined in Table 1.

The first two drafts of the CAHE Outcomes Calculator were trialed by 20 volunteer physiotherapists, mostly in Australia and New Zealand. Modifications were undertaken as a result of feedback, and ranged from correcting errors in data entry screens, enhancing the accompanying manual, improving graphs of outcome measure change over the episode of care, providing more metrics to demonstrate change (percentage improvement from baseline at each occasion of service, and over the entire episode), and options to report domain scores as well as total instrument scores (for instance in the Patient Specific Scale). We also developed a demonstration aspect to the calculator using a dummy episode of care (setting up the number and frequency of treatments within an imaginary episode of care), which removed the constraints of working in “real time” as one would in a clinic environment with a real patient.

**Table 1. Chosen measures of outcome**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement construct</th>
<th>Outcome measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impairment: Pain</td>
<td>Uni-dimensional pain scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glasgow Pain Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graded Chronic Pain Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Range of Motion</td>
<td>Goniometric measures of joint range of motion using composite population norms as reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity Limitation / Participation Restriction</td>
<td>Patient-specific Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roland-Morris Low Back Pain and Disability Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oswestry Disability Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neck Disability Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timed Up and Go Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective satisfaction with treatment</td>
<td>WL-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient Satisfaction subscales</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**note: Timed Up and Go Test AKA Timed Get Up and Go Test in US.**

**Technical support**
One of our concerns was the amount of technical support that the CAHE Outcomes Calculator might require. Installation onto a server system was the only issue which posed problems however, and CAHE staff became adept at trouble shooting the minor problems over the telephone. To date we have over 1000 registrations from therapists world-wide.

**Feedback to date**
Informal feedback to date from users has indicated high levels of satisfaction with the Calculator, with respect to clinical utility, ease of data entry, choice of outcome tools (including online and academic support in the manual), metric options and graphical representation of the outcome tool change scores. Feedback has also drawn attention to the level of sophistication of many therapists and their referring doctors in understanding what outcome measure change actually means (in particular the functional scales). This highlights the need for ongoing clinical research and development into choice, application and interpretation of outcome measures in terms of patients’ clinical progress and their capacity to function safely and effectively in their community.

**Conclusion**
The CAHE Outcomes Calculator provides a rare opportunity for therapists to readily apply standard outcome instruments in clinical practice for musculoskeletal conditions, using a range of outcome measure choices. The calculator assists therapists to demonstrate their effectiveness to patients, referrers and funding agencies, and to undertake quality assurance activities in order to provide practice based on evidence. The choice of outcome measures was based on pragmatics of published psychometric properties, the underlying metrics, permission to use the instrument, and clinical utility. Given the huge number of published...
outcome instruments, our decisions were often based on financial viability, practicality and volume of publication available.

Feedback about the tool and its clinical application has been overwhelmingly positive to date, with a common finding being the difficulties many therapists have in translating paper-based information on outcome measurement into something useful. The outcomes calculator appears to transcend cultural and language barriers as approximately 40% of its downloads have come from 14 overseas countries. Thus it appears that the CAHE Outcomes Calculator provides therapists with a readily accessed, low cost, readily reported tool to assist in uptake of evidence and review of clinical practice.

At present, we have not progressed the capacity of the calculator to provide standard queries, for instance those written for subsets of patients (such as those with neck pain). We plan that this option will be available in a future version, which will reflect clinician input into what information would be useful in a practice improvement sense. We plan to release upgraded versions of the Calculator later in 2005, including Incontinence and Neurological measures. A persuasive element in deciding on these two clinical areas as our next focus was the current availability of compendiums of relevant clinical outcome measures developed by practitioners and researcher in Australia. This documentation (also available free of charge) saved our team hours of work by providing us with copies of instruments, summaries of psychometric properties, and basic metric calculation formulae.

We would like to acknowledge the support and enthusiasm of the many therapists around the world who have assisted us in bringing our dream of efficient outcome measurement for therapists to life.
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